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S AY H E L LO TO
CLEVER CLEANING
ENJO offers over 25
years of continuous
innovation + quality.
Proud to offer Australian
homes a healthier way to
clean, Australian shores an
earth-loving alternative to
chemicals and Australian
women a flexible business
opportunity.

WET

WIPE

DRY

safe

simple

effective

YOUR DEMO REWARDS
FREE

BIG BR AND, SMALL FO OTPRINT
Cleaning with ENJO makes a positive impact to you, your health and the planet.

†

ROOM BUNDLE

Receive a FREE Room
Bundle of your choice,
valued up to $232!
50% OFF
REWARD

quality Oeko-Tex
certified

handmade with locally
sourced materials

ENJO products last
3 years

†

BOOKING

Host a Demo and receive
50% off one individual full
priced item for every guest
that books a Demo.
10%† ENJO CREDIT

waste is recycled or
upcycled
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zero chemicals,
just add water

100% climate neutral

Host a Demo and you will
receive 10% ENJO credit.
For use on individual full priced items, when Demo
sales reach a minimum of $250.

ENJO.COM.AU
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ENJOPURE BENEFITS

*

VALUED AT

$1,186
15% off individual
products

15% off bundles

Free shipping on all
orders $99 and over

Additional 15%
off sale items

15% off ENJO Business Builder Kit
*Refer to terms and conditions

ENJOpure Bundle Multi $879, Save $307*
Includes: Floor Fibre Bundle, Floorcleaner, Kitchen Bundle, ENJO Trigger Spray Bottle 500ml, Living Bundle, Bathroom Bundle,
Outdoor Multi Tool Bundle, Jute Shopping Bag, ENJO Hook (3), ENJO Large Laundry Bag

ENJOPURE

VALUED AT

$1,146
BECOME ENJOPURE
T H R E E WAYS

ENJOpure Customers have
made the change to an earthloving, chemical-free way to
clean and are rewarded with
exclusive ENJOpure benefits.

1

ENJOpure Bundles

2

Starter Bundle + 2 room Bundles

3

5 room Bundles

ENJOpure Customers use ENJO to clean at least 5 of
the 7 rooms in the home, including the three musthave rooms, the kitchen, bathroom and living area.
Ask your ENJOpreneur for more information or
visit enjo.com.au
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ENJOpure Bundle $849, Save $297*
Includes: Floor Fibre Bundle, Floorcleaner, Kitchen Bundle, ENJO Trigger Spray Bottle 500ml, Living Bundle,
Bathroom Bundle, Window Bundle, Jute Shopping Bag, ENJO Hook (3), ENJO Large Laundry Bag.

ENJO.COM.AU
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BUNDLES

Offering great value,
ENJO Bundles make a world
of difference to your home,
health and lifestyle.

Mini Bundle $179,
Save $46*

Miracle Bundle $169,
Save $31*

Kitchen Bundle
$189, Save $42*

Bathroom Bundle
$159, Save $33*

Living Bundle $139,
Save $24*

Window Bundle $159,
Save $23*

They say good things come in
small packages. Refresh the
way you clean your kitchen
and bathroom with the ENJO
Mini Bundle.

Four times the drying magic
with ENJO’s Miracle Bundle.
Keep surfaces in the kitchen,
bathroom and living areas
dry, polished + streak-free.

Removes all the grime, grease
and germs from your kitchen
surfaces, and replaces the
chemicals in your kitchen
cupboard.

All the tools you need to beat
mould, soap and bacteria
to keep your bathroom and
shower clean and green.

A way to keep indoor air
clean and free from dust and
chemicals that can trigger
allergies! That’s fresh.

This is the complete cleaning
solution for windows and glass
surfaces. No streaks, no smears
and best of all, no chemicals.

Includes: Bathroom Mini,
Bathroom Miracle, Kitchen
Allpurpose Cloth, Kitchen
Mini, Kitchen Miracle, ENJO
Hook.

Includes: Living Miracle,
Bathroom Miracle, Bling
Miracle, Kitchen Miracle,
ENJO Hook.

Includes: Kitchen Glove,
Kitchen Miracle, Kitchen Mini,
Kitchen Sponge, Kitchen
Allpurpose Cloth, ENJO Hook.

Includes: Bathroom Glove,
Bathroom Miracle, Bathroom
Mini, Bathroom Sponge,
ENJO Hook.

Includes: Dust Glove, Living
Miracle, Fabric Glove, ENJO
Hook.

Includes: Outdoor Window
Cleaner Complete 32cm,
Window Miracle,
ENJO Hook.

Replaces: disposable cloths,
drying cloths and paper
towel.

Replaces: surface cleaners,
disposable sponges/cloths.

Replaces: Surface cleaners,
disposable cloths/sponges,
drying cloths and paper towel.

Replaces: bleach, bathroom
cleaners, shower cleaners,
toilet cleaners.

Replaces: dust rags, feather
dusters, stain remover.

Replaces: glass and shower
cleaners, paper towels, drying
cloths.

HOST A DEMO

and receive a FREE
room Bundle of
your choice†

VALUED AT

$595

Outdoor Bundle
$199, Save $33*

Floor Fibre Bundle
$189, Save $29*

Multi Tool Bundle $194,
Save $28*

This clever Bundle saves
precious water, time and
money. Effective for cleaning
your car, outdoor furniture
and BBQ.

Because it’s light and easy to
use, our floor products save
time, energy and
your back.

The ultimate tool for multipurpose areas, designed to
make cleaning hard to reach
+ narrow surfaces even easier
inside and outside the home.

Includes: Car Glove, Outdoor
Glove, Outdoor Miracle x2,
ENJO Hook.

Starter Bundle $469, Save $126*
Includes: Kitchen Bundle, Living Bundle, Bathroom Bundle, ENJO Hook (3), ENJO Large Laundry Bag.
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Includes: 2x Floor Fibres of
your choice.
Replaces: brooms, vacuums,
mops, steam cleaners.

Replaces: surface cleaners,
paper towels, disposable
cloths, drying cloths

Choice of:
Living: Living Multi Tool
Complete + Living Miracle,
ENJO Hook
OR
Outdoor: Outdoor Multi Tool
Complete + Window Miracle,
ENJO Hook

Replaces: car shampoos,
sponges, chamois, surface
cleaners, disposable sponges/
cloths.

ENJO.COM.AU
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NATUR AL HELPERS

CRE ATED WITH YOU AND
THE ENVIRONMENT IN MIND

BUNDLE
BONUS

25% OFF with
any Bundle^

Marble Paste 500g
$55 Bundle Bonus
$41.25^

Leather & Wood
Balm 240ml $55

Leather & Wood
Balm Set $79 Bundle
Bonus $59.25^

Calcium Dissolver
300ml $39 Bundle
Bonus $29.25^, 1L $99

ENJO Trigger Spray
Natural Dishwasher
Bottle 500ml $25
Liquid 300ml $16
Bundle Bonus $18.75^ Bundle Bonus $12^,
1L $39

Natural Washing-up
Liquid 300ml $16
Bundle Bonus $12^,
1L $39

Natural Laundry
Liquid 300ml $18
Bundle Bonus
$13.50^, 1L $45, 3L
$99

Natural Helpers
Collection Sampler
Pack 300ml $50
Bundle Bonus
$37.50^

ENJO Laundry Bag
Medium $8, Large $9

ENJO Hook $4
Bundle Bonus $3^,
5 pack $16, 10 pack
$30

IT’S ONLY NATUR AL

plant-based
non toxic
ultra-concentrated
phosphate, paraben + palm oil free

Bamboo T-Towel
$18 Bundle Bonus
$13.50^, 3 Pack $42
Available in Chai, Earl Grey, Matcha.
Colours may change seasonally.

Includes: Natural Laundry Liquid 300ml,
Natural Washing-up Liquid 300ml, Natural
Dishwasher Liquid 300ml.
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KITCHEN
5

Kitchen Glove $55

Kitchen Mini $42

Use: bench/sink, stove top,
appliances.

Use: dishes, bench/sink,
stove top.

Kitchen Miracle $49

Bling Miracle $49

Use: dry off bench/sink, stove
top, appliances.

Use: glass, cutlery, silverware.

3

Kitchen Sponge $42,
2 Pack $75, Save $9

Kitchen Allpurpose
Cloth $39

Use: dishes, pots & pans,
stove top.

Use: dishes, bench/sink,
living area.

Fruit & Veg Cloth
$29

Bamboo T-Towel $18,
3 Pack $42, Save $12

Use: fruit and vegetables.

Use: dishes, cookware.

4

Kitchen Bundle $179, Save $48*

Available in Chai, Earl Grey, Matcha.
Colours may change seasonally.

Kitchen Bundle $189, Save $42*

Marble Paste 500g
$55

A clean kitchen and healthy food go hand-in-hand.
Introducing your fibre cleaning range for a safe +
clean kitchen.
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Use: stubborn dirt and baked
on residue.

Natural Dishwasher
Liquid 300ml $16,
1L $39

Natural Washing-up
Liquid 300ml $16,
1L $39

Please review caution instructions on
enjo.com.au

ENJO.COM.AU
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Bathroom Bundle $159, Save $33*

Bathroom Glove $55

Bathroom Mini $42

Use: basin, shower, mirror,
tiles, bath, toilet.

Use: mirror, basin, toilet.

Bathroom Sponge
$42,
2 Pack $75, Save $9
Use: tiles, grout.

BATHRO OM

Indoor Window
Cleaner Complete
32cm $129

Indoor Window
Cleaner Complete
20cm $119

Use: windows, shower
screens, mirrors.

Use: windows, shower
screens, mirrors.

Fibre for Indoor
Window Cleaner
32cm $49, 20cm $39

Bathroom Miracle
$49
Use: dry off glass, mirror, tiles,
steel and chrome fittings.

Calcium Dissolver
300ml $39, 1L $99
Use: Removing calcium
and rust stains from the
bathroom i.e. around taps,
on shower tiles and screens,
toilets, laundry and windows.
Please review caution instructions on
enjo.com.au

Clean and protect bathroom surfaces while
protecting your family’s health. Simple, sustainable
+ chemical free products for your bathroom.
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Living Bundle $139, Save $24*

Dust Glove $55

Fabric Glove $55

Lint Glove $49

Polishing Glove $55

Use: removing very fine
respirable dust from household
surfaces including cabinets, TV,
computers and art.

Use: spot-cleaning and
removing stains from woven
and leather materials such as
the lounge, blinds, handbags,
clothing and shoes.

Use: remove dust, hair
and lint off fabrics such as
soft furnishings, clothing
and suede.

Use: polishing large highshine surfaces such as
mirrors, furniture and car
duco. Perfect for buffing
ENJO’s Leather & Wood Balm
after application.

Polishing Cloth $29

Living Miracle $49

Use: buffing small, smooth
and hard surfaces such as
jewellery, and materials
including chrome, silver,
brass and steel. Perfect for
applying ENJO’s Leather &
Wood Balm.

Use: dry off surfaces including
mirrors, TV, computer
screens, glass doors and
tables and ornaments.

Living Multi Tool
Complete $169,
Living Multi Tool
Fibre $49

Dust Flexi Complete
55cm $129, Dust
Flexi Fibre 55cm $55

Use: Indoor surfaces such
as sealed walls, ceilings,
cabinets or doors. May be
used on laminate, PVC, vinyl,
natural wood, tiles, cork or
concrete
*Caution do not use on oiled surfaces

LIVING
For everyday clean living. Perfect for trapping
dust, cleaning and caring for your laundry and
living areas.
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Use: collecting and holding
dust, hair, cobwebs and
microdust from high and hard
to reach areas around the
home.

Specs & Screen Clean Natural Laundry
(3 Pack with Tin) $29 Liquid 300ml $18,
1L $45, 3L $99
Use: removing streaks
and smudges from lenses,
frames, computer screens
and electronic devices.

Available with Pump or without Pump.

Leather & Wood
Balm 240ml $55

Leather & Wood
Balm Set $79

Use: nourishing and
protecting smooth leather
items and wood furniture.

Use: polishing and
maintaining smooth leather
items such as shoes,
accessories and wood
furniture.
ENJO.COM.AU
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FLOOR
ZERO CHEMICALS

ENJO Trigger Spray
Bottle 500ml $25
Use: dampening ENJO Fibres
or spraying on surfaces
before cleaning.

Floorcleaner
(Telescopic Pole &
Head) $115

Just add water,
durable fibres loosen
+ lift dirt.

Floorcleaner height 1.72m
when extended

Dust Floor Fibre $109

Allpurpose Floor Fibre $109

High Gloss Floor Fibre $109

Use: used dry on smooth hard surfaces
inside the home.

Use: used wet on laminate, tiles,
stone and sealed surfaces with a
non-reflective finish.

Use: used damp or wet on high gloss
(reflective), timber, marble, parquetry,
bamboo, granite and gloss vinyl floors.

Extreme Floor Fibre $109

Outdoor Floor Fibre $109

Use: used wet to remove built up dirt
on extremely dirty indoor and smooth
outdoor surfaces including slate, garage
and wooden terrace floors.

Use: used wet to clean extremely dirty,
uneven or textured outdoor surfaces
including limestone, paving, brick,
concrete, pebbletex and terracotta.

Not to be used on waxed or oiled wooden flooring.

Not suitable for oiled and delicate surfaces.

Floor Fibre Bundle $189, Save $29* (2x Floor Fibres of your choice)

ENJO have specially designed a Floor Fibre to suit
every hard floor. Specifically-designed Floor Fibres +
ergonomic Floorcleaner = clean + streak-free floors.
No bucket, no mess.
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Window Bundle
$159, Save $23*

WINDOW
+ SURFACE S

ENJO makes window and surface cleaning easy
and efficient. Clean without chemicals + without
streaks. Simply wet, wipe, dry.
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Outdoor Window
Cleaner Complete
32cm $129

Outdoor Window
Cleaner Complete
20cm $119

Use: cleaning outdoor
windows & glass including
french doors, window panes,
solar panels, pool fences,
glass doors, glass tables, car
windows.

Use: cleaning outdoor
windows & glass including
french doors, window panes,
solar panels, pool fences,
glass doors, glass tables, car
windows.

Outdoor Multi Tool
Complete $169

Multi Tool Upgrade
Pack $108

Outdoor Multi Tool
Fibre $49

Use: Outdoor surfaces
such as hard-wearing walls,
ceilings, windows, glass,
doors, pools, caravans, car
roofs & boats.

Includes: Multi Tool Plate +
choice of Multi Tool Fibre
(Outdoor or Living)

Use: Outdoor surfaces
such as hard-wearing walls,
ceilings, windows, glass,
doors, pools + fences,
caravans, car roofs & boats.

*Caution do not use on oiled surfaces

Transform your existing
Window Cleaner, with the
Multi Tool Upgrade Pack.

Twister $39

Telescopic Pole $69

Use: Attach to telescopic
pole to access high and
hard to reach areas at
multiple angles.

Use: high windows or hardto-reach glass surfaces.

Fibre for Outdoor
Window Cleaner
32cm $49, 20cm $39

Window Miracle $49
Use: used dry to dry-off
Window Cleaner blade and
dry windows for a streak-free
finish. Used dry or damp
to remove fingerprints and
smudges from internal
windows.

Multi Tool Plate $59
Use: Transform your existing
Window Cleaner, with the
Multi Tool Plate.

*Caution do not use on oiled surfaces

Pole extends to 1.72m.

ENJO.COM.AU
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OUTDOOR
Outdoor Glove $65

Car Glove $65

Outdoor Miracle $49

Use: used wet to clean
flyscreens, pools, furniture,
BBQs.

Use: used damp to clean car
seats and dashboard, and
very wet to clean car exterior.
Removes dust, cleans rims,
car duco and bird droppings
from car exterior.

Use: drying off outdoor
surfaces including glass tables,
furniture, flyscreens and
stainless steel. Used dry or
damp on car interior and used
dry to dry off car exterior.

Outdoor Bundle $199, Save $33*

ENJO’s reusable Outdoor range protects our
environment. Clean your car, BBQ and outdoor
living area with water + our reusable range.
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Why run an ENJO Business?
FLEXIBILITY

Work when it suits your
schedule
INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS

Sell a must-have,
future-proof product range

RUN YOUR
OWN BUSINESS
WITH ENJO

COLL ABOR ATIVE
APPROACH

Join a nation-wide
network of supportive
business owners
RE WARDING CULTURE

Enjoy financial freedom and
great business rewards
To learn more about the ENJO Business opportunity
ask your ENJOpreneur or visit
W W W. E N J O.C O M . AU / B E C O M E -A N - E N J O P R E N E U R

JOIN THE ENJOLIFE
PO BOX 4234, Myaree BC, WA 6960 • 1800 222 540 • enjo.com.au •

0421

The ENJO Business is perfect for self-motivated
individuals who love ENJO products, making
connections and a positive difference to others.
22
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@enjo_australia

Terms and Conditions: *All information is current at the time of printing and subject to change without notice. Products are not displayed to scale. Colour and composition of products
may change without notification. Savings /discounts are based on the recommended retail price of individual products. Normal shipping and handling fees apply. †ENJO Rewards: Every
Host that holds a Demo will receive 10% ENJO Credit when Demo sales reach a minimum of $250. A Demo consists of a Host and at least two purchasing guests. Hosts will receive a
Booking Reward of 50% off the recommended retail price of an individual, full priced ENJO product of their choice for every booking made at their Demo, when Demo sales reach a
minimum of $250. Bookings must be held within 4 weeks. Hosts will also receive 1 FREE Room Bundle of their choice when Demo sales reach a minimum of $650 and a booking is made
at their Demo. Bookings must be held within 4 weeks. 1 FREE Room Bundle per Host. Host Rewards and Booking Reward purchases are not included in sales total for calculation of 10%
ENJO Credit. ENJO Credit cannot be used to purchase ENJO Bundles, ENJO Rewards items or other special offers. ENJO Rewards must be used/purchased at the time of the Demo or
will be forfeited. ENJO Rewards cannot be converted to cash and are non-transferable to another Host or Customer. ^Purchase any ENJO or Santé by ENJO Bundle and receive a 25%
discount off a selected range of ENJO and Santé by ENJO products. For more information refer to full Terms and Conditions on enjo.com.au
ENJO.COM.AU
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